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Blue Duck Selected as Exclusive Operator of Scooters in Bryan, Texas
Contract establishes Blue Duck as partner-of-choice for last-mile transportation
SAN ANTONIO, TX, OCTOBER 17, 2019 -- Blue Duck will be the exclusive operator providing electric
scooters for rent in the City of Bryan under contract with the city, expanding its footprint in Texas.
The only local company in the last-mile electric mobility space in the Greater San Antonio area, Blue
Duck provides a safer and more eco-friendly option for residents who are looking for alternative
modes of transportation for their daily activities
“Blue Duck has secured an exclusive license with the City of Bryan and has taken steps to launch a
pilot program in Bryan in the near future,” said Joey Dunn, Deputy City Manager. “The City of Bryan
was interested in working with Blue Duck for this pilot program because of its approach to managing
their fleet with in-house employees rather than contractors.”
“We are thrilled to officially announce our landing in the community of Bryan,” said Blue Duck
founder Eric Bell. "We have spent a lot of time listening to the stakeholders in the city and we have
tailored our solution to the city's specific needs and requirements. Riders in Bryan will love our newly
upgraded user app and the City will receive detailed ridership reports that will provide valuable
information to inform their future planning efforts. Our team is fully committed to investing in the
communities where we operate,” said Mr. Bell.
###
About Blue Duck Scooters
Blue Duck Scooters is an electric scooter operator focused on Texas and the Southeastern United
States. Blue Duck’s regional focus, commitment to investing in superior micro-mobility assets, and use
of its own employees to deploy, collect and charge its scooters, sets it apart from other scooter
operators. Blue Duck is committed to partnering with cities, universities and corporate campuses in
designing last mile transportation solutions. For more information, visit their website at
www.flyblueduck.com
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